INTEGRATIVE BIOMEDICINE 

INTRODUCTION

Ayurvedic drugs for internal usage exist in varied forms: pills, decoctions, wines, teas, syrups. Usage of Ayurvedic drugs can include home-remedy supplements such as milk, water, and honey. In this report, the two most concerning ingredients of drugs are herbal formula and metal-based therapeutics. The herbal formula includes medicinal herbs and decoctions with herbs. Herbs are thought to be “natural” and safer compared to biomedicine. They are also easy to be found and bought freely in markets and the internet under lax regulations.

Heavy metal, in its term, is defined as metals with high densities, usually found in industrial processes. Heavy metals have been used as both raw and organic materials in Ayurvedic practices of medicine since ancient times. They were thought to bring harmony and balance between the human and the universe. Heavy metals were viewed as a vital role in supporting the immune system; without them, the condition of human health could be harmed by diseases. Throughout some sorts of the boiling process, the toxicity in heavy metals could be reduced. However, the use of heavy metals in Ayurvedic drugs did not obtain desired therapeutic effects but sometimes caused more severe harm to patients.

Metal-based therapeutics is called to the attention of the public about its adverse effects and its inability to detoxify completely of heavy metals. Arising concerns over the heavy materials take part in the main topic of the safety of Ayurvedic drugs. The three most common metals are found in Ayurvedic products: Lead, Mercury, and Arsenic. While Ayurvedic drugs are widely used in India, there is no global consensus on the limit level of heavy metals, up to which these metals cause harm the health. Rather, the limiting boundaries to the consumption of each metal are more country-specific according to their population health. This report also relates to WHO’s recommendations of the levels of these heavy metals in drinking water and draws some correlations of heavy metal usages around the world.

Heavy metals

Mercury’s medicinal use raises the central attention of safety concerns in Ayurvedic drugs. From Ayurvedic conceptions, mercury elements in the drug could strengthen potency and eyesight, and further, obliterate all diseases. The medicinal effects and uses could be traced back to the oldest works of literature, the Carakasamhitā and the Sūrutasamhitā. The purification processing of mercury is also mentioned; one primary method includes grinding
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mercury with decoctions of leadwort and aloe juice for several days. Mercury was viewed as a core to unite with other metals and could be ‘sealed’ by sulfur to reduce its toxicity.

Mercury mostly found in Ayurvedic drugs in the form of Mercury sulfate. WHO’s experts recommend not ingesting and avoiding any physical contact with the mercury compounds which cause irritation and severe burns. Daily intake of raw mercury is recommended below 0.05 ug from drinking water, and any of its vapour is avoided. The threshold level of mercury in drinking water should be about 0.01 mg/L. People exposed to mercury at a concentration of 0.02ug/L for several years could show some abnormal signs of nervous systems 5.

Another most harmful heavy metal residual in some Ayurvedic drugs is lead. Practices of medicine involving lead have faced strong criticism from several international organizations including the WHO and the World Bank. Lead detrimentally affects the mental health of children; children exposed to 11ug/dl of lead could drop 11.1 points below the average IQ. Although lead, in Ayurveda, is applied in treatment as it reacts with certain drugs, the lead residual after treatment is retained high in the blood enough to cause mental illnesses 6, 7, 8.

Arsenic is recommended from the WHO guideline below 0.01 mg/L in drinking water. Data collected from three countries Australia, Canada, and the USA suggest people are exposed to 20ug of Arsenic per day from food and water and each country has its threshold for human arsenic exposure 9. Inorganic compounds can be used to treat leukaemia and psoriasis; organic compounds can be used in antibiotics for treating protozoal disease. However, arsenic can induce cancer when the high level of arsenic is present in water. Airborne arsenic can lead to lung cancer as scientists find a linear relationship between the disease and arsenic inhalation 10. Although less poisoning than lead and used in treating cancer such as leukaemia, Arsenic has been on the decline of its use to reduce unexpected causes of poisoning.

Although case reports of heavy metal poisoning are rampant on scientific journals and newspapers, there is a lack of surveillance on domestic, commercial Ayurvedic drugs 11. Most surveys reveal heavy metals are also prevalent in Ayurvedic drugs in international markets. The amount of these metals is substantially high in a concentration above the regulated threshold. Daily intakes estimated from manufacturers’ dosage of these metals surpasses 100 times of standard intakes 12. Many case reports from different countries’ local markets record the issues of heavy metal contaminations over the intake limits 13, 14, 15, 16.

Uses of heavy metals have become prevailing in manufactured Ayurvedic drugs. From a report of 230 random Ayurvedic drugs bought from the Internet in US and Indian markets, one-fifth of the drugs are reported containing lead, mercury, or arsenic. The effects of these metals remain unknown 17.

Several case reports show lead remained in the body after treatment causes adverse effects on patients. One recent case from Iowa Department Public Health, Iowa, USA reports 40% of 115 participants from a small town who had consumed Ayurvedic complementary medicines imported from India were tested had elevated blood lead level above 10ug/dl 18; at this blood lead level, a person can suffer from decreased cognitive performance and risk increasing blood pressure. Moreover, children and young adults are the most vulnerable to exposure to heavy metals as the potential of these heavy metals is out of control and children are more likely to receive the medicines from their parents without any consultation from doctors 19.

**Herbal formulations.**

A factor contributing to the safety concern of Ayurvedic drugs is uncharacterized chemical constituents of Ayurvedic herbs. In principle, herbal drugs in Ayurvedic are not supposed to be extracted into individual components. Instead, these herbs would be kept comprising multiple chemical constituents 20. Chemical constituents can contribute synergetic effects on diseases; for example, reserpine, a chemical from *Sarpagandha* is only effective for treating hypertension if it is reserved with other constituents in the herb. However, certain chemical constituents in herbs can lead to side effects because not all chemical components are beneficial to treating diseases. For example, herbs in evening primrose oil are used for treating dermatitis contain y-linolenic acid which lowers the seizure threshold, making herd users more prone to seizure 21.

Heavy metals can also contaminate herbs due to the metallic impurities released from industry or polluted areas 22. It is worth determining the detailed concentration of each heavy metal if they are used in practices and assuring the complete removal of impurities 23.

**Clinical research and approval of Ayurvedic drugs passed to markets.**

Drugs before approaching markets need to undergo several clinical trials. There are three main clinical phases tested on human models to guarantee the effectiveness and safety of tested drugs: after drugs have been proved safe and effective on animal models such as mice, phase 1 begins as drugs would be consumed by healthy volunteers to observe how
drugs are metabolized and excreted. Phase 2 is initiated to test the effectiveness of drugs; either the target drugs or another drug such as a placebo would be consumed by a group of patients. Phase 3 would scale up the number of drugs to be tested on different populations of several hundred people; at this phase, the target drugs would vary in dosage for each group of people 24,25.

The practice of Ayurvedic drugs has been deeply rooted since ancient times, and much Ayurvedic medicine has been widely used nowadays, especially among 80 per cent of the population in India. However, by advance in biomedicine and technology, the practice of herbal drugs could now be tested on its effectiveness and safety. Through more comprehensive screenings, several herbs are shown to unable to bring out helpful treatment as expected or even cause toxic effects on patients 26, 27. To reduce cases of Ayurvedic drug poisoning, more clinical investigations are necessary to be conducted and drugs acceptable for treatments need to pass through critical trials as above.

Clinical investigations of Ayurvedic drugs in India are also limited. Data from Clinical Trials Registry – India (CTRI) suggest that from 2012 to 2016, out of 507 clinical investigations, 38 per cent of cases come from Gujarat, 19 per cent from Maharashtra, and 10 per cent from Karnataka. These statistical data show a lack of clinical registration or research from a majority of states 28. Moreover, the majority of studies focuses on phase II (30.6 per cent) in which the studies were applied in small-scale population, while phase I consists of 9.9 per cent whereas 6.7 per cent in phase III 28.

The cost of clinical trials creates obstacles for carrying out clinical investigations. Some study designs lack consistent sample sizes, especially in Phase II and Phase III 29. Licensing fees also contribute a burden to examining the quality of drugs.

Manufacturing of Ayurvedic Drugs

The government of India issued Drugs and Cosmetics Rules in 1945 and amendments in 2010 about the standard manufacturing procedures of drugs. A good manufacturing practice namely comprises of assured handling of raw material, manufacturing areas, quality control section, stores for distribution, and offices for doctors and data storage 30,31.

In addition to the government’s guidelines, manufacturers could resort to a purification process called Shodhana to detoxify certain poisonous herbs. Ayurveda claims there are some therapeutic values in poisonous herbs, and through the process of purification, poisoning chemical constituents in the herbs would be transformed into curative components. Purification mainly contains boiling certain herbs with a selected media, particularly cow’s urine, cow’s milk, coconut water. Cow urine, for example, is one of the most prominent media used in Ayurvedic detoxification. It is observable that the process removes, to some degree, of alkaloids such as strychnine and brucine which are leading to cardiotoxic and neurotoxic effects. However, the mechanism of purification and chemistry of cow’s urine remains unclear 32, 33. Cow’s urine is reported to be comprised of 95 per cent of water, 2.5 per cent of urea, and the rest, 2.5 per cent containing sodium, nitrogen, sulfur, and diluted ammonia. While Ayurveda puts much emphasis on certain hormones and minerals in cow’s urine that play roles in removing poisons from herbs, more research on how these biochemical components can contribute to the purification process is still needed to clarify the reaction process. Even more, misunderstanding of cow’s urine can lead to harm; the retained ammonia in cow’s urine was reported to cause ocular surface injury in eyes 34.

DISCUSSION

Lead, one of the common metals, added to Ayurvedic drugs for treatment purposes also becomes an issue. Lead, from Ayurvedic concepts, could be intentionally added to balance the health of people because the human’s body is viewed incongruent with elements in the universe 18. The imbalance of these metals in the human body is thought to cause diseases 19. However, it is not certain which sources the lead comes from and how added lead would benefit human health. There are many case reports of lead contamination due to the detoxification method, raising concerns over international regulations of using lead in medication.

Labelling information provided by drug markets is another alarming issue. A survey in Mumbai of drug labelling is set in 3 Ayurvedic pharmacies based on their availability of domestic, commercial drugs. Only 15 per cent out of 101 drugs are labelled with caution and warning of the ingredients and dosages 35. Many of these drugs could be ordered by just over the counter without comprehensive prescriptions; hence, those consuming these drugs would potentially face risks of poisoning and overdose.

According to the Drugs and Cosmetics Act, 1940, the expiry date of drugs is not generally required for domestic drugs. Many products are found unlabeled of the expiry date. This causes a problem because some herbs are only effective for months 35.

Regarding the materials within the herbal products, there are quite a few numbers of companies facing issues of adulteration of raw materials, making the ingredients unfit for the labelling information 36.
The International Ayurvedic drug market also is faced with some loopholes. The prevalence of non-prescription medicines is relatively high among international Asian markets such as one in Phoenix, Arizona of the US. These drugs do not include clear instructions and dosage per usage, or some are labelled with inadequate information such as no list of ingredients and non-English languages. When examined, the concentration of heavy metals surpasses toxicity levels.

CONCLUSION
Suggestions on improving the quality of Ayurvedic drugs.

Clinical research of Ayurvedic drugs plays a vital role in determining the safety of commercial drugs. Most of the Ayurvedic research focuses are conducted in vitro. Research on human models is deprived and needed more to provide concrete evidence for treating certain disease.

Research and validation of Ayurvedic drugs also involve many external issues. One of the main questions revolves around the means of investigation in Ayurvedic drugs. Should research on Ayurvedic drugs be as same as research on biomedical drugs? As such, there is not any clear consensus on the research method. However, to confirm standard, global safety in drug commercialization, Ayurvedic drugs need to undergo biomedical testing and several clinical trials. Still, biomedical testing is also faced with its control methods which commonly deal with few chemical compounds, while herbal medicines contain a bundle of chemicals inside.

Furthermore, should there be any change in ideological perspective in practising Ayurvedic medicines? Ayurvedic practices have intertwined with religion for a thousand years. Although this relationship brought up many beneficial values in the overview of human health, certain underlying believes, nonetheless, are no longer practical under the scope of modern medicine. As have been shown, heavy metals in medicines could not prove its effectiveness in medical treatment. Even the intake of these compounds can cause reverse effects on health. It is essential to the Ayurvedic practice that needs to be altered so the practice could adapt to the new era of human medicine. If using heavy metals is causing more harm than good, why do we not look for a better practice that gets rid of unnecessary heavy metals?

To change certain methods in practising Ayurvedic medicines does not mean to eliminate the root of Ayurveda. Instead, doing so would navigate the practice towards the better treatment for human health, making the drugs more of potential medicines and commercialized in the world.

For the Ayurvedic drugs become more effective, research, especially clinical investigations should be more centred at the molecular chemistry of constituents within Ayurvedic medicines such as herbs. As we stated above, not every chemical compound in herbs could possess therapeutic potentials to treat diseases; some constituents are even inimical to the health patients. Thus, the process of purification has to be assured of eliminating all or at most unbefitting chemicals within the medicines.

Clinical investigations are vital to control the safety and potency of drugs. Many drugs have been used in the past but now are reported causing harm to its users. Clinical research is so critical to ascertaining the quality of drugs. Even more, clinical trials were reported showing inconsistency in the number of research subjects. Especially, phase III of clinical investigation has to be implemented extensively in large-scale, different populations before the drugs are passed to markets.
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